1. ALL STITCHED UP, Johnson
2. AMERICA'S TOP MODEL, Black
3. AMETHYST ANGEL, Johnson
4. AS YOU WISH, Johnson
5. BAD HABITS, Johnson
6. BIG AS THE MOON, Schreiner
7. BOYSEN BERRY DRIZZLE, Black
8. BY YOUR SIDE, Sutton
9. COLORFAST, Keppel
10. DAMSEL IN LACE, Miller
11. EASTER CANDY, Keppel, 2011
12. EMBELLISHED, Keppel
Re-Bloomers
Bring your blooms to share! First drawing goes to those who have brought blooms. Rebloomer drawing starts in August and goes until February.

**DOOR PRIZES IRISES**

1. **ALL STITCHED UP**, Johnson
2. **AMERICA’S TOP MODEL**, Black
3. **AMETHYST ANGEL**, Johnson
4. **AS YOU WISH**, Johnson
5. **BAD HABITS**, Johnson
6. **BIG AS THE MOON**, Schreiner
7. **BOYSENBERRY DRIZZLE**, Black
8. **BY YOUR SIDE**, Sutton
9. **COLORFAST**, Keppel
10. **DAMEL IN LACE**, Miller
11. **EASTER CANDY**, Keppel, 2011
12. **EMBELLISHED**, Keppel
13. **EVENING STROLL**, Johnson
14. **FIZZED OUT**, Sutton
15. **GALA GLOW**, Keppel
16. **HAND CRAFTED**, Ghio
17. **HEAD OF THE CLASS**, Johnson
18. **LAST WORD**, Johnson
19. **LET ME BE THERE**, Johnson
20. **MAMA QUEL**, Sutton
21. **MIGHTY POWER**, Sutton
22. **MONET PAINTING**, Miller
23. **ON THE COVER**, Johnson
24. **POWER BALLAD**, Sutton
25. **RAINBOWS AND SUNSHINE**, Ghio
26. **SATAN’S TANGO**, Black
27. **SIMPLE MAGIC**, Johnson, 2022
28. **SOMEBODY SPECIAL**, Keppel
29. **THIS IS CRAZY**, Johnson
30. **YOU GROW GIRL**, Schreiner